Introduction
R-matrix theory was originally developed to describe nuclear reactions [1] . The framework was further extended to describe β decay to unbound states [2, 3] . However, at the time of writing, no clear description of γ decays to unbound states exist. Such a description will be presented in this note.
R-matrix parameterization
The motivation for this note is the following reaction
It will be assumed that the initial reaction proceeds through a single isolated resonance in the compound system. Under these conditions, the treatment is quite similar to that of β decays of 8 B and 8 Li [2, 3] . The notation is that of Ref. [1] unless stated otherwise. Using the formalism in Ref. [1, XIII. 2] the reaction is described as a sequential process. Figure 1 illustrates the general case in which an isolated initial level λ is populated via channel 1 α and decays via channel α to an unbound fragment in a state λ and internal energy E 2 , which finally decays via the open channel r . The differential cross section for this reaction is given as
where c (and c ) specifies the two subsystems, their spins, the channel spin s and their relative angular momentum . Note that the notation in Ref. [1] is ambiguous, so here we use
. Generally, the integral of δΓ λ c (E 2 r ) should be included in Γ λ , however, the photon channels do not contribute significantly, so the width of the initial level can be approximated with the particle width Γ λ ≈ cp Γ λcp . Additionally, for a narrow entry level, this can be rewritten into the familiar Breit-Wigner form
where parameters with superscript 0 are so-called observed parameters [4] . 1 Here α and α is the notation used for a channel not an α particle. Due to their small coupling to the nucleus, photon channels can be included in Rmatrix theory using a perturbation approach. Ref. [1, XIII.3] has derived the theory for one photon without damping, which applies to this case. Within this framework particle and photon channels can be treated almost identically, except photon channels should not be included in the level matrix. Additionally, one can work directly with observable parameters if one uses the Brune formalism [4] . With this formalism the level matrix is defined as
whereẼ is the observable resonance energy andγ λc the reduced width coupling of a level λ to a channel c. P c and S c are respectively the penetrability and shift function as defined in regular R-matrix theory [1] with S λc = S c (Ẽ λ ). The partial width for emission of a L-wave photon with energy E from a level λ is related to its reduced width via Γ λL = 2E 2L+1 γ 2 λL . The partial width for a particle is given as Γ λc = 2P c γ 2 λc . In order to have a symmetric notation we define the γ penetrability as P L ≡ E 2L+1 . Following Ref. [5] we adopt the following expression to describe the differential partial width of the intermediary state
This reduces to (XIII 2.10) of Ref. [1] for the case of a single isolated intermediary resonance,
The observed partial decay width of λ to a specific resonance λ is then given as the integral over the resonance peak. For an isolated intermediary level the shift function is approximately linear over the resonance and the integral can be performed analytically
This is identical to the expression for the observed width in Ref. [4] . Inserting eq. (7) into eq. (2) or eq. (3) yields the full expression. Contributions from the same multipolarity is summed coherently while contributions from different multipolarities are added incoherently.
Conclusion
Combining the R-matrix theory for sequential decays with a level density inspired from β decay studies, it is possible to describe γ decays to unbound states.
